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ABSTES05

ila investigation was eondncted in 1963 to study 
the expression of heterosis and heritahility for agronomic 
and fiber properties in an intraspeoific cross between two 
of the American Egyptian cotton, Pima (G-ossypium barbadense: 
L o ) 0 The two selected parents were, 279-9 a breeder's 
strain and Pima 8-2 a commercial variety* The two parents 
were used to develop the Fg, and the backcross of the 
F^ to each parent (B1 and 12)„

The agronomic and fiber characteristics studied 
were seed index, lint percentage, boll size, seeds per 
boll, lint index, fiber length (TJHM and Uniformity ratio), 
fiber strength (Pressley Index), and fiber fineness 
(Hieronaire value)= Heterotic effect was considered to be 
one in which the F^ exceeded the better parent at the 0*09 
levelo Fiber strength was the only character that showed 
heterosiSo No evidence of heterosis was found in boll 
size, seed index, lint percentage, lint index, seeds per 
boll, fiber fineness, and fiber length (UHM and Uniformity 
ratio)* The lint percentage and lint index of the F^ were 
intermediate between the two parentso Boll size, seed 
index, seeds per boll, fiber length, and fiber fineness 
were about equal to the higher parento



Three methods were used to estimate the 
heritahility of the characters studiedo In two of these 
methods the average variances of the two parents and the 

generation were used as an estimate of mon-heritable 
variance* In the third method the estimate of 
heritahility was "based entirely on the basis of the Fg 
and the backer©ss of the to each parent* High values 
were obtained for fiber fineness, fiber strength, seed 
index, and lint index* The average values from the three 
methods were fiber fineness, 81; fiber strength, 70; 
seed index, 69; and lint index, 62 per cent, respective
ly* The average value for boll size was 42 per cent* 
Negative heritahility values (zero) were obtained for 
fiber length (WHH), lint percentage, and seeds per boll* 

A.study of gene numbers and nature of gene action 
was undertaken in an attempt to obtain additional infor
mation about the characters besides the estimates of 
heritahility* The Gastle-Wright formula failed to give 
any reliable estimate of gene numbers except for lint 
index where three pairs of genes were found to be in
volved* The test for nature of gene action revealed that 
the differences between the arithmetic and geometric 
means for all characters were very small*

viii



INTRODUCTION

Heterosis is am importamt tool of plant "breeders0 
The commercial prodmctiom of hybrids is considered one of 
the most important contributions of plant breeding to agri
culture*

Heterosis and hybrid vigor are synonymonsj and are 
terms msed to describe the increase in vigors growth9 size, 
yield, or function of a hybrid over the better parents0 On 
the other hand, they may be considered as the increase in 
vigor or growth of a hybrid progeny in relation to the 
average of the parents0 Some illustrations of the practical 
commercial utilization of heterosis are found in corn, 
sorghum, and onionso

At the present time,' cotton breeders have a great 
interest in the practical utilization of hybrid vigor in 
cotton* There are some problems that hinder the progress in 
the commercial production of hybrid e©ttom0 Huramot© (18) 
pointed out that before the commercial production of hybrid 
cotton can become a reality the following problems must be 
solved:

•1* Emasculation by the application of a 
selective gametoeide or the use of a 
male sterile line*



2® Effective cross pollination "by insects®
3° Selection of suitable parents to produce 

hybrids • ’*
With regard to the first problem discussed by 

Huramoto 3 male sterility may be useful in solving this 
problem® In 1963 $ Meyer and Meyer (1?) working with Fpland 
cotton9 stated that cytoplasmic genetic male sterility has 
resulted from the combining of the cytoplasms of diploid
species with the chromosomes of tetraploid (Fpland) cotton®" X
Incompatibility may exist between the nuclear genes and 
plasmagenes of the two species® Thus, male sterility is 
known to exist and can provide a means of emasculating the 
flowers, a necessary step for hybrid seed production® 

Concerning the problem of pollination, natural 
cross pollination was found to increase about 30 per cent 
in some areas because of large populations of wild bees 
(22)® Thus, introduction of insects, presumably honey bees, 
may provide effective pollination®

The selection of suitable parents is important in 
hybrid production® Hybrid vigor in cotton has been re
ported from interspecific crosses, (l, 3$ 10, 19), 
especially in the crosses that involve Fpland cotton, 
(Q-ossypium hirsutum E®) and Sea Island or Egyptian cotton, 
(Gossypium barbadense E®)= During recent years, hybrid 
vigor has also been reported in crosses between varieties 
or lines of normally self pollinated crops within 
species® Thus, it is logical to believe that cotton



3
may respond in the same way*

Most of the work in intraspeeifie hybridization has 
"been done with Upland cotton, and heterotie responses were 
reported in some of these crosses <> The intraspeeif ie hybrid 
of Jr* barbadense has received little attention,, Very little 
information can be found on the behavior of hybrid of 
Uo barbadenseo

This investigation was undertaken to study the effect 
of hybridization on eight factors; namely, lint percentage, 
lint index, boll size, seed index, number of seeds per boll, 
fiber length (UHM and Uniformity ratio), fiber strength, and 
fiber fineness of the of crosses between the American 
Egyptian cotton (Go barbadense)„ Pima 8-2, a commercial 
variety, and 279-9, a breeders strain»

These eight quantitative, characters mentioned above 
are the end result of the interaction between genes and 
environment = In an improvement program for these characters, 
it is important to know the relative effects of heredity and 
environment in determining the expression of these 
characterso Thus,, part of this study was to evaluate the 
heritability of these characters» Knight (13) defines 
heritability as 11 the portion of the observed variance for 
which difference in heredity is- responsible.” It has value 
primarily as a method of qualifying the concepts of whether 
progress from selection for each of these characters is 
relatively easy or difficult to make in a breeding program®



Heritability gives a numerical description of the response 
of these characters to selection by measuring the extent 
a factor is transmitted from parent to offspring*

fhe heritability of the characters considered in 
this investigation has not been studied to any extent in 
@o barbadense* Stith (24)9 in his study of the 
heritability of quantitative characters in two species of 
Go hirsutum pointed out the limited work conducted on this



REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Heter©sis

The phenomenon of hybrid vigor in cotton has been 
reported from a long time ago® As early as 1894-9 Hell (16) 
working with interspecific and intraspeeific crosses of 
Sossypinm for the purpose of improving the cotton fiber in 
Alabama^ reported the first known results about the in
creases in certain characters in cotton hybrids when com
pared to the parentso He stated:

"The experiments conducted at Auburn give 
conclusive evidence that the improvement 
of the cotton plant under the influence 
of the crossing processes does not 
deteriorate the fibers but tends greatly 
towards making it superior in the 
propertieso The length and the strength 
of the fibers have been increased in 
numerous crosses,,"

Balls (1); in 1908; when he made crosses within 
the Egyptian cotton (§«, barbademse) $ and between the Go 
barbadense and American Upland Cotton ( G o  hirsutum)8 
stated:

"The most striking features&are the 
intensification of certain characters 
which result when two botanically 
dissimilar cottons are crossed together.
The intensification is shown in the 
height of the plant; the time of 
flowering; the length of the lint; the 
size of the seed; probably in the. 
fuzziness of the seed; etc. Of these9 
the length of the lint has been observed 
most fully,"

5



Oook (5)» in 19©9$ working with interspecific 
crosses of the Egyptian cotton9 (G. barhadense)% and Kekehi, 
(Go Mrsntom)9 found that the lint of the hybrids is longer 
than in either parent9 the strength as well as the length 
is notably improved0 He was the first one who suggested the 
utilization of hybrids on a commercial scale when he 
stated:

'.*In the first generation of the Egyptian 
hybrids the intensification of the 
characters which gives superiority to the 
lint is so regular that it may be possible 
to utilize it in the commercial production 
of high grade fibers*"

Kearney (10)9 in 1925s working with hybrids between
Pimas ( G o  barhadense)* and Holden* ( G o  hirsutum) found that
the first generation, showed intensification in respect to
most of size characterso These may be interpreted as
manifestations of heterosis*

Hybrid vigor9 however9 in intraspecifie cotton
hybrid has not received much attention from the cotton
breederso Host of the early studies on cotton hybrids were
with interspecific crosses rather than with intraspecifie
crosses where the hybrid vigor will not usually be expected*
The early information available in evaluating heterosis has
been incidental to other studies such as genetic inheritance
where the primary interest was in the segregates of the
later generations* Very few investigations were done to
compare the F^ hybrids with the parents* &. review of the
literature reveals that there are great discrepancies



between the results in her tain characters <> This is expected
because researchers were working with different materials»

Pate and Duncan (19)9 in 19619 wrote this conclusion
on hybrid cotton: "Interspecific hirsutum-barbadense
hybrids are worthy of consideration» Heterosis in intra-
specific hirsutum hybrids is a problem requiring additional 

»

Oook (3) in 1909? working with intraspeeific hybrids 
between the Kekehi cotton, (Go hirsutum), and the American 
Upland cotton, (Go hirsutum), found that in the 
generation the bractlets are suppressed and the lint 
shortenedo

Kime and Tilley (12), in 194-1, made an extensive 
investigation in intraspeeific crosses of Go hirsutumo They 
selected inbred lines from the Coker ICO, Stoneville, and 
Deltapina HA, during the period of 194-1-194-5o Heterosis 
was considered as the increase of F^ over its most pro
ductive parent = Heterosis was reported in yield of seed 
cotton, yield of lint, lint index, earliness, and the rate 
of bloominge The weight of seed cotton per boll was about 
equal to the best parent„ No evidences of heterosis were 
observed for percentage of lint, height of plants, dry 
weight of the plant, fiber strength, and fiber lengtho The 
Fg generation has lost much of the vigor shown in the F^ 
but still significantly better than either parent for 
yield of seed cotton and yield of lint« The results of



Kime and Tilley introduce an evidence of heterosis for 
certain characters in the intraspecific crosses and 
reveals the importance of combining ability among the 
crosses if an advance or gain in a specific character is 
desired*

Simpson (22), in 1948, studied the hybrid vigor 
using seed produced in an area where the natural cross
pollination by bees and other insects approximated $0 per 
cent* Progenies from relatively pure seed of seven 
varieties of cotton So hirsutum were compared with progeny 
from the crossed seed of the same varieties * Heterosis 
was found in yield of seed cotton, boll size, seed index, 
and lint index* Other seed and fiber characters were not 
significantly affected* He stated:

"In general, no deleterious effects 
from crossing were noted on any of 
the characters measured*”

Loden and Biehmond (14), in a review of the 
literature on heterosis, reported evidence of heterosis in 
cotton, and discussing the practical application of hybrid 
vigor in cotton, they concluded: “evidences of significant
increases in most characters and yield resulting from 
heterosis have been reported in interspecific, inter
varietal, and intravarietal crosses. The future of the 
commercial utilization of heterosis in cotton production 
is believed to be dependent upon basic investigations of 
the numerous phases of the general problem*11 ■

Jones and Loden (9) in 1951$ working with nine



hybrids and their parents from Upland cotton, <J0 hirsntmm, 
reported Meter©sis.for yield of seed cotton in seven 
crosses, maturity (percentage of total harvested at first 
picking) in all crosses and boll size in three crosses, lo 
heterosis was observed in lint percentage, staple length, 
number of nodes or height of first fruiting node from 
ground. The yield of the in all the crosses was higher 
than the average of both parents with an average increase 
of 34,6 per cent, and was more than their most productive 
parent by an average of 29®1 per cent®

Turner (25), in 1953? studied the combining ability 
and inbreeding effect using seven inbreds from Upland 
cotton and found heterotie response for boll production and 
seed cotton yield, Heterosis was expressed by Turner as the

p pincrease of F1 ever the average of both parents, (F1- 1 + 2),x g
Crossing studies were carried out in Greece by 

Christidis (2), from 1948 until 1953? with a number of 
cotton varieties of Upland cotton, G. hirsutum. Heterotie 
response was reported for yield, boll weight, and earliness. 
The lint length of the hybrid was usually shorter in staple 
than their longer fibered parent, He concluded that hybrid 
vigor effects are generally unmistakable,

Huramoto (18), in 195®? studied the genetic com
bining ability of eight varieties of G® hirsutum. Hybrid 
vigor has been shown for yield, boll size, lint index, seed 
index, (in crosses where one of the parents was a small 
seeded variety) and seed per boll® Ho heterosis was
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observed in lint ̂ percentage, fiber strength, and fiber 
length, biat the 5 s approaehed the length of the longer 
fibered parent in some cresses»

Fryxell (6)$ in 1958, presented an excellent review of 
the recent studies on heterosis0 He concluded that "the 
work on intraspecific hybrids of hirsutum has shown a 
clear response potential of hybrids for yield®”

Harrell (7). im 1961, working with intraspeeifie 
hybrids involving long and extra long staple Uplands cottons. 
Go hirsutuBw at Florence, So Go, reported that the yield of 
seed cotton of F^ will equal or exceed the shorter parent, 
lint percentage will approximate the arithmetic means of 
the parents and there is slight but consistent heterotie 
response for staple length and strengtho I© definite 
pattern was shown for the mierenaire values, but the averages 
of several hybrids tend to be intermediate <,

Douglas and Weaver (4)9 in 19629 working with hybrids 
between Empire W E and Goker 1©©A in lew Mexico, reported 
heterosis for yield, fiber length, and fiber strength® Ho 
evidence of heterosis was found for bell sise and fiber 
finenesso

A recent study was conducted on heterosis and 
combining ability in top and dialled crosses among 
primitive, foreign and cultivated American Upland cotton,
Go Mrsutgm, by White and Richmond (2?) ° fen crosses from 
five parental stocks were made o Heterosis was noted for 
yield and earliness in two crosses and in the fiber
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character WHH in five cresses where the 1s exceeded their 
loiager parent "by three to six per cento Heterotie effect 
was considered to he one in which the statistically 
exceeds the longer parent at the =05 level for a particular 
character* Yaliaes for heterosis expressed oh this "basis 
wonld he lower than when compared to the average hs was 
done hy Tamer*

Kearney and Wells (11) in 19189 working with two 
varieties of harhadense 9.' Pima and Gila5 found no 
expression of heterosis in hell index, leaf index, or fiber 
lengthy the means of the F^ being, in general, intermediate 
between those of the parents=

' The only recent data available is that of Peebles, 
et al (20) in 1955» They conducted an experiment at 
8aeaton, Arizona, to study the hybrid vigor in the American 
Egyptian cotton by crossing Pima "S-l and Pima 32o Pima 8-1 
was developed from a complex cross involving parental 
materials from Go harhadense (Pima, Sea Island and Tanguis) 
and- Go hirsutum (Stoneville)* Therefore, it is not a pure 
Go'harhadense° " The F^ hybrids produced 125 per cent of the 
yield of lint of the Pima S-l parent =, It exhibited the 
fiber length of the longer parent, Pima 32, and the seed 
index of the highest parent, Pima 32o It was intermediate 
in fineness, lint index, lint per cent, seed per boll and 
it had- the fiber strength of the weaker parent, Pima 8-1*
In spinning tests it proved to have stronger yarns than 
either parent, and was intermediate in yarn appearance and
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waste per eemt* As Pima 8-1 is met a pare &0 barba(Kemse, 
the cress.is'expected t© show more heterosis0

Most.of the investigations of intraspeeifie hybrids 
were done on hirsutnm (Upland cotton)» fhe majority of 
the work has shown a clear heterotie response in most of 
the characters; however9 not all the crosses gave heterotie 
response o This may indicate the importance of combining 
ability$ and that parents with best combination of characters 
should be sought among well adapted9 productive lines0 

Hhe intraspeeifie hybrids of barbadense have
received little attention^ lecanse of the limited data -

:# -available for this group 9 no general conclusion should be 
made about.heterosiso , ,

Heritability

Heritability is defined by Znight (15) as the pro
portion of observed variability ; which is due to difference 
in heredity9 the remainder being due to environmental causes* 
More strictlyj it is the proportion of observed variability 
due to the additive effects of genes*

Warner (26)9 in 19519 pointed out that the technique 
for estimating the degree of heritability fell into three 
main categories:

"I* Parent-off spring regressions*
2*. Variance components from an analysis 

of variance *
5* Approximation of nonheritable variance



from genetically uniform population 
■ to estimate total genetic varianceo”

He presented a method-for estimating heritability on the 
basis of the and the backcross of the to each inbred 
parento It will be nnnecessary in this method to estimate 
the environmental and the total genetic variancec Also 
there are some assumptions underlying the method, io @o, 
additivity of genie effects, no epistasis, and independence 
of genotype and environmental variances

Self and Henderson (21), in 19$4, studied the 
inheritance of fiber strength in F^, Fgg'amd F^ populations 
of a cross between the high strength AHA 50 strains and the 
Half and Half variety, which was known to be low in fiber 
strengths Heritability of fiber strength in Fg was 
estimated from the following formula:

Heritability = / S^Fg where
2B G is the genetic variance in Fg, obtained as the
difference between total Fg variance and average1 variance'

2of the parents; and S Fg is the total variance in Fgo The 
estimate of heritability obtained was 86 per cento They 
stated that a high portion of the Fg variation was due to 
genetic causes, and that selection for fiber strength on 
the basis of individual plants in the Fg and later 
segregating generations would result in -lines with high 
strengtho Estimates of heritability based on correlation 
between Fg plant values and F^ line means, and the re-
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gression of line means on Fg plants, was reported to be 
76 and 53 per cent respectively*

Etith (24), in 1956, stwdied the heritabilities and 
interrelationships for lint percentage $ boll size, staple 
length, fiber strength, and fiber fineness in a cross be
tween two Upland varieties, Aeala and Hopi* Studies were 
made on the parents, F^, Fg, and F.̂ populations* He found 
all characters to be quantitatively inherited* He calcu
lated the heritability from the genotypic variance of the 
Eg population, where he obtained 45®3 per cent for lint per 
cent, 50,1 per cent for boll size, 22*2 per cent for staple 
length, 54*1 per cent for fiber strength, and 74*6 per cent 
for fiber fineness* He also estimated the heritability from 
the variance components among F^ lines where he obtained 
79oO per cent for lint percentage, 62®5 per cent for boll 
size, 70*0 per cent for staple length, 87°3 per cent for 
fiber strength, and 69®9 per cent for fiber fineness* He 
concluded that selection for the desired fiber fineness can 
be made early in the Fg on a single plant basis, and that 
selection for fiber strength, lint percentage, boll size, 
and staple length should be made on a progeny mean basis in 
successive generations of breeding*

Muramoto (18), in 1958, evaluated the heritability 
of some quantitative characters in crosses between eight 
varieties of Upland cotton* A high heritability value was 
obtained for boll size, lint percentage, lint index, and
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fiber fiaenesso The heritability estimates obtained were:

lo boll size 64o5%
2o lint percentage 46 <> 6%
3o lint index 60»8% . >
4s fiber fineness 56°8%

All other characters varied greatly» These valnes, were 
based on the total variance of

11-Sharkawy (5)? in 1962s conducted a study of the 
inheritance of fiber, strength and fiber elongation in the 
parents$ and Fg populations of a cross between two 
varieties of Upland cotton® Based on the variance of 3?̂ , 
3?29 F^s and Fgs he obtained 83®7 per cent for fiber

The majority of the work on heritability show a 
high value for fiber fineness9 fiber strength and lint 
index and a low value for the other characters® This may 
indicate that selection for fiber finenesss fiber strength? 
and lint index can be made early? possibly in the Fg ©n a 
single plant basis? and that selection for the other 
characters should be made on a progeny mean basis in 
successive segregating generations®



MESBIiSS M B  HBTHOBS

Tlie materials msed fer this stBdy eensisted of two 
parental materials (279-9 and Pima B=2)9 which were ased to 
develop the Pg) and B2 generationso

.279-9 (Pj) is a breeder strain from the long staple, 
American Egyptian cotton (Go barhadense)0 It was developed 
at Phe University of Arizona Agrienltnre Experiment Station . 
after eight generations of selection from a cross between 
126-5-2$ (sibo progeny of PS-1) and P-9 (the a Gross
between Ashmonni9 an Egyptian cotton variety and Tanguis 
(Go barbadense)0

PS-2 (Pg) is a commercial variety from the long 
staple American Egyptian cotton (Go• barbadense)»' It was 
developed by the ARS$ US1A after ten generations of 
selection from a cross between breeder strains 3-79'aad PS-1< 
Pima S-l is not a pare Go barbadense o It was developed by 
hybridization of Go barbadense with Go hirsatnmo therefore9 
both 279-9 and Pima 8-2 are not a pare Go barbadense, bat 
show some introgression of genes from Go hirsatamo

Ihe crosses were made daring the sammer of 1962 
throagh the ase of a modification of the soda straws 
teehniqae described by Hamphrey and Taller (8)o Self- 
pollination was made by tying the petals with wire which



were fastened t© the axis of the flower= The first-
generation seeds were produced hy crossing the two parents
nsing Pima S-2 as male parent and 279-9 as female parent.
The second generation seeds (Pg) were produced by selfing
the flowers on the plants. The seeds were produced
by Dr, Muramoto in 1961, The two backcrosses were also
produced in 1962 by crossing the plants to both parents.
The baekeross of to 279-9 will be symbolized by B1 and
the baekeross of F^ to Pima S-2 by B2,

The characters studied in this investigation were
as follows and were measured as indicated:

Expressed as the number 
of bolls required to make 
one pound of seed cotton.
The relation of lint 
weight to the total weight 
of seed cotton expressed 
in per cent.
The weight of lint from 
100 seeds expressed in 
grams=
The average number of 
seeds in a boll, (based 
on 50 boll sample),
The weight in grams of 
100 seeds,

6, Fiber length (UHM) The average length of the
longer half of the fiber
population expressed in 
inches, as determined by 
the Fibrograph,

7, Uniformity Ratio Mean length X 100
Upper half mean

1, Boll size

2, Lint percentage

5, Lint index

4, Seeds per boll

5» Seed index
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8® Fiber strength Also referred to as the

Pressley index or the number 
of pounds repaired to break 
a milligram of fiber of a 
given length as determined 
by the Pressley Fiber 
Strength Tests using 1/8 
inch spacer®

9<> Fiber fineness Expressed as the weight in .
micorgrams per inch of 
fiber, as measured by the 
mieronaire®

The investigation was conducted on the Gasa Grande 
Farm in Tucson, Arizona® The P^3 Pg, F^, E^, Bl, and B2 
seeds were planted on May 20, 1965® The statistical design 
used was a randomized complete block with four replications® 
The plots were made up of one row, 4-8 feet long and 2-5 
seeds were planted per hill which were two feet apart, (24- 
hills per row)® After the stands were assured, the cotton 
plants were thinned to one plant per hill®

Avsample of 5© bolls was taken from each plot during 
the third week of October, ,1965® Two to three bolls were 
taken at random from each plant®

Analyses of the samples were made in the cotton 
laboratory under controlled conditions of 70+2°E and 65+2 
per cent relative humidity® The samples were conditioned 
for at least 24 hours before testing® Laboratory analyses 
included measurement for lint per cent, seed index, seeds 
per boll, lint index, boll size, fiber strength, fiber 
length, and fiber fineness®
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fke following steps were followed for the

laboratory analyses;
le The lint and seed for each sample was 

weighed to determine lint percentage o ■
Tinf OL   weight of lintfetal weight of seed cotton (lint +

2o One hundred seeds were eonnted from each 
sample and weighed to determine seed index9

3o From seed inde^ the rnamher of seeds per boll 
and lint index were obtained by the following

a. ■ Ho„ ef hundred seed . ||§|-^ | ^ -  ̂

h. ,o. of seeds per boll = g ;  g  S n f  ̂

O" Llat ladex - HSo of^huadred^seed
4o Boll size was determined by this formula0

Boll size - of ><>Ua (90) % 433q63 
*QX± size - ¥eigkt Qf seed cotton by grams

5o About twelve grams from each sample were 
blended by passing them through a cotton 
fiber blendere

•So Aibreaking sample from each blended sample
was taken and combed for strength measurement 
through Pressley fiber strength tester which 
measures tensile strength of the fiber® M. 
check measurement was made for each four 
samples® fhe strength is based on the average 
of two break measurements decided by combined 
weight of the bundles broken®

7o Fineness was measured by the use of Hieronaire ®
8® Fiber length (WHH and H) was measured by use 

of Servo Fibrograph fhe uniformity ratio was 
, determined as

Uniformity latio =•



STATISTICAL PROCEDURE

The method of analysis of variance described by 
Steel and Torrie (23) was used to analyze the data. The 
least significant difference (LSD) was used statistically 
to:

1. Determine the significance of heterotic 
effect. (In this study the heterotic 
effect is considered to be one in which the

significantly exceeds the higher parent 
at the 0.03 level, for a particular 
character)•

2. Test whether a given F^ was significantly 
different from the parental mean.

3. Test the difference between and P^.
The coefficient of variation (C.V.) was calculated 

to assess the relative variations of each character.
The nature of gene action was determined by com

paring the F^ with the geometric mean and arithmetic mean 
of the two parents.

Geometric mean = ^p^) where

YP^ = the observed mean of one parent
Y = the observed mean of the other parent
For estimating the heritability the total within

20
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variance for each P^, P^, B1i and B2 was calculated,
The heritability for each character was estimated by use of 
three methods reviewed by Warner (26):

1. By use of the variance of Fg population, 
the parents and F^ generation, through 
this formula:

( Vp + Vp Vp )̂| y
H = I F„ - *1 + r2 *1 I- VP2 X 100 where
H *

L  £1
Heritability 3

Vpi = Variance of pi population

Vp2 = Variance of P2 population

Vpi = Variance of F1 population

CXJ = Variance of F2 population
2, By the use of the variance of the F^ 

population, the parents and the F^ 
generation, through this formula:

H =| - "I T "2 T " 1|- \  X 100 where

H, ^Fp, , ^P,, and P- have the same 
meaning as in the first method.

3. By the use of three segregating population 
the F^ and the summed backcrosses to each 
parent through this formula:

H = (1/2) D where 
%

(1/2) D = the additive genetic components 
of variance of F̂ .
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= Total within variance of
and are total within variance of

the backcrosses of to the respective 
parent.

The number of pairs of genes controlling the 
difference between parents for each character were esti
mated by Castle-Wright formula (28):

N = the minimum number of pairs of genes. 
D = the difference between the means of 

the parents.

An unbiased estimate of the number of pairs of
genes will be obtained from this formula if the following 
assumptions are applied:

1. Equal effect of the genes involved.
2. Additive gene action.
3. Absence of dominance or epistasis.
4. Maximum range exists between parents.
3. One parent supplies only plus factors

and the other only minus factors among 
those in which they differ.”

it
8 (VF D- Tf-J whereN

2 "1

= the total variance of the F^ 
generation.

^F^ = the total variance of the F^ 
generation.
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Tke studies ©f keter©sis and keritability for
agrenomiG and fiter properties were eondncted at fhe 
University of Arizona Casa. Grande Bead Farm during the 1963 
season® The.experiment was planted in a randomized complete 
"block design with four replications0 Pima 8-2 and 279-9 
were used as parents making this an intraspeeifie cross of 
Go barbadense0 There was no noticeable heterotic effect 
on the plant sizeo The parents and the hybrids were 
relatively identical for the plant size0

A sample of fifty bolls was taken from each plot® 
Laboratory analyses were made for seed index9 lint percent
age 9 lint index9 seeds per bollg boll size, fiber length 
(HE and UP), fiber fineness8 and fiber strength»

Table 1 contains a summary of the means of F^s P^9
?2 and the arithmetic mean of the two parents for all
characters studied for heter©sis® The standard error,
LoSoDo at ©o05 level and the coefficient of variation are 
given for each character® The results for each character 
will be discussed separately in more detail®

For heritability estimates, the total variance for
each of Pg, F^, 11, and B2 was estimated and three
methods were used®

23



Table 1. Average Performance of Parental Mean, Parents, and F, for Agronomic and Fiber 
Properties.

Population Lint
Index

Lint
°/o

Seed
Index

Boll
Size

Seeds 
Per Boll

l?iber
Length
(UHM)

Fiber * 
Strength

Fiber
Fineness

Px (279-9) 6.28 33.62 12.40 127.50 19.08 1.37 4.27 3.07
* *Mean Parents 6.61 35.02 12.20 121.75 19.84 1.36 4.21 3.09

Fi 6.65 34.67 12.52 117.50 20.25 1.58 4.58 5.14
P2 (Pima S-2) 6.94 56.42 12.00 116.00 20.61 1.55 4.14 5.15

L.S.D. 0.05 0.20 0.90 0.58 4.17 1.65 0.05 0.10 0.15

s5 0.057 0.265 0.141 1.24 0.47 0.012 0.054 0.045
c.v.% 1.73 1.52 2.20 2.00 4.77 1.65 1.66 2.92
* Pressley Index

P p * * 1 + 2  Mean Parent = -- -̂-

ro•P



HEfEROSIS

Hete^osis pereemtages were eompmted "by smbbraeting 
the mean of each Pg* arithmetic mean and geometric 
mean from the P-̂ i and the difference was divided "by each 
corresponding mean*.

... "i Seed Index

Seed index is an important character to plant 
"breeders hecamse it is a gnard against selection of high 
lint percentages with small seed. The mean seed index is 
shown in Table 2#

The results shown in Table 2 indicate that there 
is a slight increase in seed index of the over the 
heavier seeded parent, and the was also heavier than 
the mean of the two parents by 2o62 per cent. The two 
parents are significantly different from each other with 
P1 (279-9) having the heavier seed than Pg (Pima S-2). 
Simpson (22) and Hnraaoto (18) working with Upland 
varieties, reported a small gain in seed index of the P^ 
over the higher parent* Peebles et al (20) working with 
Pima cotton reported that the P^ exhibited seed index
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Figure 1 indicates the relationship between the 

parents, average of the two parents, and F^ for the seed 
index graphically.

Table 2. Mean Seed Index of Parents, Mean of Parents,
F^ and percentage of Heterosis.

Population Mean Heterosis
%

Statistical
Significance

P-L (279-9) 12.40 0.97 ab
Arithmetic Mean 
Parents 12.20 2.62 abc

Geometric Mean 
Parents 12.22 2.45 abc

pi 12.52 ab

P2 (Pima S-2) 12.00 4.33 c

*Means having the same letter are not significant.
L.S.D. at 0.05 = 0.38
S- = 0.141
C.V.% = 2.20

Lint Percentage

Lint percentage is a desirable trait to cotton 
breeders as well as the growers. It is one of three 
characters of economic importance which is used to determine 
the practical importance of the varieties. It is a 
valuable character since it greatly affects the amount of 
income the farmer will receive (at the end of the season) 
for this crop.
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No heterosis was reported in lint percentage. The 

results of Kime and Tilley (12), Simpson (22), Muramoto 
(18), Harrel (7), and Peebles et al (20) indicate that 
the was intermediate and approximately the average of 
the parents.

Table 3 shows the mean lint percentage.

Table 3« Mean Lint Percentage of Parents, Mean of Parents, 
F^, and Percentage of Heterosis.

Population Mean Heterosis
%

Statistical
Significance

P-L (279-9) 33*62 3.02 a
Arithmetic Mean 
Parents 35*02 o0i—11 be

Geometric Mean 
Parents 34.99 —1.00 be

Fi 34.67 be
P2 (Pima S-2) 36.42 -3*04 d

*Means having the same letter are not significant.
L.S.D. at 0.03 = 0.90
S- = 0.263
C.V.% = 1.32

The results indicate that the F^ is intermediate in 
lint percentage between the higher parent (Pima S-2) 
and the lower parent P^ (279-9)* It approximates the mean 
of both parents. The F^ is significantly different from 
both parents while it is not significantly different from 
the average of the parents.
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The relationship between the parents and the 

are expressed graphically by Figure 2.

Boll Size

Boll size is expressed as the number of bolls re
quired to make one pound of seed cotton - the smaller the 
number, the larger the boll. Table 4 shows the data for 
boll size.

Table 4. Mean Boll Size of Parents, Mean of Parents, F., 
and Percentage of Heterosis.

Population Mean Heterosis
%

Statistical
Significance

Px (279-9) 127.50 8.51 a
Arithmetic Mean 
Parents 121.75 5.70 b

Geometric Mean 
Parents

121.61 5.60 b

Fi 117.50 cd
P2 (Pima S-2) 116.00 0C\J1—11 cd

*Means having the same letter are not significant.
L.S.D. at 0.05 = 4.1?
S- = 1.24
C.V.% = 2.00

The F^ is not significantly different from either
the larger parent or the average of the parents. It close
ly approached the larger boll parent ?2 (Pima S-2) rather 
than the average of both parents. This may suggest some
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degree of dominance of the larger bolls over the smaller 
ones. This result agrees with the work of Turner (25) 
and Douglas and Weaver (4).

The relationship between the parents and the 
are expressed graphically by Figure 3.

Seeds Per Boll

The results are shown in Table 5 for the average 
seeds per boll.
Table 5* Mean Seeds Per Boll of Parents, Mean of Parents, 

F^, and Percentage of Heterosis.

Population Mean Heterosis
%

Statistical
Significance

P-L (279-9) 19.08 6.0 abc
Arithmetic Mean 
Parents 19-84 2.1 abc

Geometric Mean 
Parents 19.83 2.1 abc

Fi 20.23 abc
?2 (Pima S-2) 20.61 -4.87 abc

*Means having the same letter are not significant.
L.S.D. at 0.05 = 1.65
S- = 0.4?
C.v.% = 4.77

The results indicate that the F^ was intermediate 
between the two parents. But F^ closely approached the 
higher parent (Pima S-2) rather than the average of both 
parents. The F^ was better than the average of both
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parents by 2.1 per cent. This relationship also is re
presented graphically by Figure 4.

Lint Index

The lint index represents the weight of lint borne 
on one hundred seeds. Table 6 shows the mean lint index 
of Parents and F^.

Table 6. Mean Lint Index of Parents, Mean of Parents, P., 
and Percentage of Heterosis.

Population Mean Heterosis
%

Statistical
Significance

P-L (279-9) 6.28 3.89 a
Arithmetic Mean 
Parents 6.61 0.60 b

Geometric Mean 
Parents 6.60 0.76 b

F1 6.65 b
P2 (Pima S-2) 6.94 -4.40 c

Means having the same letter are not significant.
L.S.D. at 0.05 = 0.20
S- = 0.057
C.V.% = 1.73

The mean lint index of F^ is intermediate between
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the two parents. It is slightly over the average of both 
parents. Peebles et al (20) reported the same result. 
Figure 5 indicates this relationship graphically.

Fiber Length (UHM and Uniformity Ratio)

Fiber length is one of the important characters by 
which the value of the lint can be determined. Cotton is 
bought and sold on grade and staple length, which closely 
approximate the UHM. A-strain can show a large variation 
in length of the staple.

The data for Fiber length (UHM) is presented in
Table ?•

Table 7. Average Fiber Length (UHM) of Parents, Mean of 
Parents, F^, and Percentage of Heterosis.

Population Mean
Inch

Heterosis
% .

*Statistical
Significance

Px (279-9) 1.37 0.73 abc
Arithmetic Mean
Parents 1.36 1.47 abc

Geometric Mean
Parents 1.36 1.47 abc

Fi 1.38 abc
P- (Pima 8-2) 1.35 2.22 abc

*Means having the same letter are not significant.
L.S.D. at 0.05 = 0.05
S- = 0.012
C.V.% = 1.65
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The mean of the generation is slightly over the

longer parent (279-9)• It is longer than the average of
both parents by about 1.47 per cent. But in both cases 
this increase is not significant. Also no real difference 
between the parents for this character has been detected, 
in this experiment. This result also is indicated by 
Figure 6.

Table 8 shows the results for the uniformity ratio.

Table 8. Length Uniformity of Parents, Mean of Parents, 
F-̂ , and Percentage of Heterosis.

Population Mean
%

Heterosis
%

Statistical
Significance

P-L (279-9) 72.9 3.50 abc
Arithmetic Mean 
Parents 74.5 -1.62 abc

Geometric Mean 
Parents 74.5 -1.62 abc

Fi 73.5 abc
P2 (Pima S-2) 75.7 -5.00 abc

*Means have the same letter are not significant.
L.8.D. at 0.05 = 3*69
S- = 1.33
C.V.% = 3.57

The results for uniformity ratio was intermediate 
but it approached the less uniform parent rather than the 
uniform parent. However, no real difference exists between
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the parents and F^.

Fiber Strength

Fiber strength is desirable because of its high 
correlation with yarn strength.

The results from the two parents and F^ are shown 
in Table 9«

Table 9» Average Fiber Strength of Parents, Mean of 
Parents, F^, and Degree of Heterosis.

Population Mean Heterosis Statistical
Significance

P1 (279-9) 4.27 2.57 a
Arithmetic Mean 
Parents 4.21 4.04 ab

Geometric Mean 
Parents 4.21 4.04 ab

Fi 4.58 c
P2 (Pima S-2) 4.14 5.79 b

*Means having the same letter are not significant.
L.S.D. at 0.05 = 0.10S- = 0.054
C.V.% = 1.66

The results shown in the table show a heterotic 
effect on fiber strength. The F^ is over the stronger
parent 279-9 by about 2.57 per cent. Also the F^ is
stronger than the average of both parents by about 4.04
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per cent. Both of the gains are significant.

Figure 7 represents this relation graphically.

Fiber Fineness

Fiber fineness is an important quality of cotton 
associated with long fibers and smaller cell diameter in 
combination with wall thickness. Therefore, it varies 
greatly according to fiber maturity.

The results are presented in Table 10.

Table 10. Average Fiber Fineness of Parents, Mean of 
Parents, and F. with the Percentage of 
Heterosis.

Population Mean Heterosis
%

*Statistical
Significance

P-L (279-9) 3.07 -3.20 abc
Arithmetic Mean 
Parents 3.10 -1.27 abc

Geometric Mean 
Parents 3.10 -1.27 abc

Fi 5.14 abc
?2 (Pima S-2) 3.13 -0.51 abc
*Means having the same letter are not significant.
L.S.D, at 0.05 = 0.15
S- = 0.045
C.V.% = 2.92

From the results in the table it can be shown that 
the F^ is about equal to the coarse parent, Pima S-2.
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fhere were me real dlfferemees 1m this experiment "between 
the two parents and

Zigure 8 represents this result graphicallyo

HeritaMlity

Oharaeter is defined as am attribute of am 
organism resulting from the interaction of a gene or genes 
with environmentso The variabilities in some characters 
are caused primarily by differences in the genes carried 
by different individuals9 where in other characters this 
variability is due primarily to differences in environments 
to which individuals have been exposed® The heritability 
estimates determines the relative importance of heredity 
and environment in determining the expression of characters0 

Plant selection is the primary force whereby 
individuals with certain characteristics are favored in 
reproduction® Selection cam act effectively only on 
heritable difference® The type of selection program to be 
followed and the progress in the breeding program depends 
on the heritability of the characters®

Heritability values may be estimated in various 
ways % but the general concept is that it is a ratio of the 
genetic variance to the total variance® This can be
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p pWhere S ^ is the genetic variance and S ^  is the environ

mental variance® The genetic and environmental variances 
can "be obtained by using several techniques, three of which 
were used in this study0 These three methods and the 
formula involved in each of them were described previously 
in materials and methods® In two of these three methods, 
the variance of the parents and their afford an estimate 
of the mon-heritable variance® The variance of the will 
include heritable and mon-heritable variance = In the third 
method the estimate is made entirely on the basis of the 
and the backcross of the F^ to each inbred parent„ This, 
theoretically, should eliminate the discrepancies of 
estimating the variance component due to environment®

The beritabiliby estimates derived by the three 
methods for all the characters, studied are presented in 
Table 11®

For some of the characters measured the mon- 
heritable variance exceeds the total variance of the Fg, 
so the value of heritability was zero® This was the ease 
in seed per boll, lint per cent, and fiber length (UHM)® 
Except for lint percentage the three methods gave the same 
value, zero® For lint percentage an estimate of 18<>91 per 
cent was obtained by the third method® For the rest of 
the characters studied, the heritability was high for seed 
index, lint index, and boll size and very high for fiber 
strength and fiber fineness®

The three methods used in the estimation of



Table 11. Heritability Values of Agronomic and Fiber Properties Estimated by Three Methods.

Method Seed
Index

Lint
Index

Boll
Size

Lint
%

Seeds 
Per Boll

Length
(UHM)

Strength Fineness

First 64.70 60.00 42.86 0 0 0 75.86 81.39
* *Second 66.17 56.00 41.87 0 0 0 77.00 76.95
* * *Third 76.47 70.00 43.25 18.91 0 0 82.40 84.79

H = |VF2 -

• -c
(V1

F2 -

* * * V (V V )H = |2VF2 - ^VB1 + VB2;

iV lV], F2 X 100

. VF2 X 100

] VF2 X 100
All negative values were considered zero as a figure representing no heritability.

Vl



heritability values gave different results• Per seed index 
and fiber strength the first method gave the lowest value 
and the third method gave the highest value» Heritability 
values for seed index were 64o?0 per cent by the first 
method; 66<,17 per cent by the second method and 76»4-7 
obtained by the third methodo For fiber strength these 
values were 75=86 per cent by the first method; 77=00 per 
cent by the second method and 82<,40 per cent by the last 
methodo fhe values of heritability of lint index9 boll 
size; and fineness were in different manners„ fhe second 
method gave the smallest values and the third gave the 
highest® These heritability values of lint index estimated 
by the first; second9 and third method were 60<,00; 58 = 00; 
and 70=00 per cent respectively= In boll size the values 
were 42=86 per cent by the first method; 41=87 Per cent by 
the second method$ and 45 = 25 per cent by the third method= 
Finally; the heritability values of fineness were 81=59$ 
by the first method; 78=95 per cent by the second method; 
and 84=79 per cent by the third method* In all cases9 
method three gave the highest estimates of heritability=

It is important to have a knowledge about the gene 
number and the nature of gene action for each of the 
characters studied besides the estimates of heritability* 
From the data obtained primarily for heterosis and 
heritability studies, an attempt was made to have a rough 
estimate of gene numbers controlling the differences between



the tw© parents and to test the nature of gene aetion in 
this ©ross between American Egyptian cotton, barbadense)0

Gastle-Wright formula was used to estimate the 
minimum number of genes controlling the difference between 
the parents for each charactero The results indicated that 
Gastle-Wright formula failed to estimate the number of geneso 
In all characters, except for lint index, the estimate was 
less than one0 Gene numbers for lint index were three genes0

A test of the nature of gene action was made by- 
comparing the observed mean of the generation with the 
calculated means on the basis of arithmetic and geometric 
gene action» Arithmetic gene action assumes that the effects 
of individual genes upon the genotype are additive, whereas 
the geometric gene action considers that they are multi
plicative »

Although there was no great difference between the 
geometric and arithmetic means, the geometric assumption 
was in closer agreement with the observed mean in seed 
index, lint percentage, and boll size0 In seeds per boll 
and lint index characters the arithmetic assumption was in 
closer agreement than the geometric mean0 Still in fiber 
characters, length (TJHH and TJE)fineness and strength the 
geometric and arithmetic means were equal*



BISOtfSSIQU

Zeterosis

The first step in the utilization of heterosis is 
the selection of suitable parents which when crossed give 
an amount of heterosis that will make hybrid seed pro
duction economically feasibleo There are no formulas from 
which one can predict the performance of hybrids and the 
selection of suitable parents, for the exact mechanism of 
heterosis still remains unsolved® The only reliable method 
is to measure the performance of the hybrid®

The two parents (Pima 8-2 and 279-9) which were 
selected for this study represent as widely diverse but 
related types of the Pima cotton as are available® They 
were developed from different crosses followed by ten to 
twelve generations of selecting individual selfed plants, 
and therefore, may be considered relatively homozygous®
The geneology of both parents suggests some possibility 
of introgression of hirsutum®

In evaluating the expression of heterosis, cotton 
breeders have used various methods® Some have used the 
mean of the two parents as a base with which to compare 
the F^ hybrid, whereas, others have used the performance 
of the better parent® Still others have compared the F^



hybrid with'ome.or mere of the hest oommeroial varieties 
grown in the, area* In this investigation, heterotie 
effects were considered to he one in which the performance 
of the hybrid exceeded the hotter parent at the 0o05 
level of significance in the positive direction,,

Yield is one of the most important characters for 
selection® It is frequently subdivided into some'of the 
better known components smch as seed index, lint percent
age, lint index, boll size, and number of seeds per boll® 
Yield itself is difficult to understand, so cotton breeders 
try to evaluate each component separately, to get a better 
understanding of the parts which contribute to ultimate .! 
yield® ,

Seed index which was measured as the weight of 100 
seed in grams showed no heterotic effects® Kime and 
Tilley (12), Simpson (22), Huraaoto (18), Douglas and 
Weaver (4), Peebles et al (20) reported the same results® 
This may indicate that the genetic diversity between the 
parents used in this study was not enough to allow heterosis 
in seed index to be expressed® Selection for seed size 
probably accumulated the desirable combination of genes®

Gotten breeders are cognizant of the importance of 
seed index because large seed is attractive to the growers 
and because of the negative correlation that apparently 
exists with lint percentage® It is difficult to achieve 
high lint percentage and still maintain large seed in the



same variety$ therefore9 cotton breeders must compromise 
between the high lint percentage and a desirable size seed 
which will give good germination and seedling vigor®

Since the lint is the most valuable part of a 
cotton plant ? lint percentage is considered by cotton 
breeders as an important character to consider in selection® 
The result of this investigation showed no heterotic 
effects for this character® The hybrid approximated 
the mean of the parents in spite of the diversity of the 
two parents® This result agrees closely with what was re
ported by many workers such as E-ime and Tilley (12) 9 
Simpson (22)9 Huramot© (18)9 Harrel (7)9_ and Peebles et al 
(20)® .tea explanation for this situation is that9 since 
the F^ has a high value for seed index9 it must be ex
pected that the will be low i'm. lint per cent® This 
again expresses the negative correlation that is thought 
to exist between the two characters®

The ratio between the lint and seed may be ex
pressed as lint index® It represents the weight of lint 
from 100 seeds® Mo heterosis was shown for this character 
and the F^ hybrid was intermediate between the two parents® 
Peebles et al (20) reported that when Pima 8-1 and Pima 32 
were crossed the F^ was also intermediate in lint index®
This would suggest that since the F^ hybrid seems to be 
intermediate in crosses involving parents of diverse lint 
index9 cotton breeders should try to fix this character in
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future parents WieM may "be considered for hybrid pro
duction*

Boll size was expressed in this study as the number 
of bolls required to make one pound of seed cotton* It is 
a factor that is strongly considered by farmers in countries 
where cotton is still harvested by hand* In this study no 
heterotie effect on boll size was observed as the boll size 
of the hybrid only approached that of the larger boll 
parent, This may suggest that dominance rather than 
heterosis is responsible for this result, or perhaps the 
accumulation of favorable combinations of genes through 
selection*

lumber of seeds per boll is fairly consistent within 
a given variety* The amount of seed produced per acre is 
an important factor in the commercial production of the 
hybrid seed* Ah increase in the number of seeds per boll 
may help boose the seed yield for the commercial producers* 
Since the valuable lint fibers are produced on the surface 
of the seed, logically an increase in this surface will be 
followed by an increase in the total amount of lint* A! 
greater number of seeds per boll could mean greater seed 
surface per boll, therefore, a greater amount of lint could 
be produced* The analysis for seeds per boll showed that- 
the hybrid was about equal to the better parent * .This 
again suggests that dominance rather than heterosis is 
responsible for this result*



The value of the cotton crop comes from the 
ultimate uses of the cotton fiber* Mot only high yield of 
cotton is desirable in a breeding program, but also high 
quality of fiber* ; The spinning, performance of cotton 
depends upon specific properties of the fiber, and the 
most important of these are those properties associated 
with the length, strength, and fineness* The inter- 
correlation of.these three characters is determined by 
the way these characters are measured*

Fiber length (UHM) is important to producers 
because the length of the fiber presently determines the 
price of the long staple cotton and its ultimate end use* 
There is a premium paid for each 1/16 inch increase in 
length* The data obtained from this study indicated that 
there were no heterotie response for fiber length* Since 
the fiber length of the was longer than the longer 
parent, this may suggest that dominance rather than 
heterosis could be responsible for fiber length, or 
perhaps the artificial selection over the years may have 
accumulated the favorable combinations of genes*

The cotton spinning mills are particularly con
cerned "with the strength of the finished yarn because yarn 
breakage or "ends down" in the spinning and weaving 
operation is an added cost to production* Cotton breeders 
know that fiber strength is positively correlated with 
yarn strength, and selection for fiber strength should 
result in stronger yarns * The analysis of data obtained



"by the Pressley Fiber Tester using a 1/8 inch spacer 
showed a definite heterotic effect for fiber strength 
(Pressley Index), The F^ was 2<>69 per cent stronger than 
the stronger parent, 279-9° Harrel (7) and Douglas and 
Weaver (4) also reported heterotic effects for fiber 
strength. This type of manifestation of heterotic 
response in fiber strength is very desirable and should 
be considered together with yield when hybrid cotton 
potentials are assessed.

Fiber fineness is determined partly by hair cell 
diameter and partly by wall thickness which is a function 
of fiber maturity, Mieronaire value for the F^ was about 
equal to the coarser parent, In other words3 the F^ was 
as coarse as the coarser parent, Host of the results re
ported on this character by other workers showed no 
definite pattern. The results from this study and those 
obtained by other workers suggest mieronaire values 
cannot be predicted on the basis of the parental mean 
value, because fiber maturity may be involved.

For each character studied there appeared no 
definite pattern of relationship between the performance 
of the parents and the mean performance of the F^ hybrid. 
The obvious phenotypic differences between the parents 
selected for this study was met the type of genetic 
diversity necessary for the expression of heterosis, thus 
prediction of F^ hybrid performance must be determined 
by actual performance®



HeritiaMlity

Mather (15) studied the variation of manj types 
of populations, such as true breeding strains, 3?-̂ 
generation of a cross between two strains, Pg generation, 
and the baekeross generations® Hot only did he partition 
the variation as being due to heritable and non-heritable 
portions, but he also further subdivided it into that 
portion attributable to additive genetic effects and that 
due to deviation from the additive scheme® Most of the 
methods used for estimation of heritability are based on 
the techniques described by Mather®

fhere are several methods to measure heritability 
in plants® Statistical work has shown that any of the 
methods give estimates that vary primarily in degree only, 
therefore, a breeder can choose the method that is most 
adaptable to his situation® In this study, the three 
methods reviewed by Warner (26) were used for comparative 
purposes® In two of the three methods used for 
heritability estimates in this study, the average of the 
variances of the two parents and 1*̂ generation were used 
as estimates of non-heritable variance. In the third 
method which was described by Warner (26), the estimate 
of heritability is based entirely on the performance of 
the Fg and the baekeross of the i1̂ to each parent® The 
estimating of non-heritable variance is unnecessary®

Hegative heritability values (zero) were ob-



tained from the three methods for number of seeds per boll 
and fiber length (BHM)» In lint percentage a negative 
heritability value (zero) was obtained from the two methods 
that utilize the variance of the and both parents as am 
estimate for mom-heritable variance® The third method 
gave 18.91 per cento Since the heritability values of 
these characters were very low, theoretically it would be 
difficult to make progress from plant selection based on 
the phenotype of the plant» However, in a crop such as 
cotton, where artificial selection has been going on for 
a long time, the low heritability value obtained in this 
study would be of mo consequence® Since the selection 
pressure has been in one direction, the best gene combina
tions available in the gene pools of both parents have 
already been accumulated in the parents used in this 
study® If this is true, these traits can be ignored in 
further selection out of this cross®

Eor the character boll size, seed index, lint 
index, fiber strength, and fiber fineness there were no 
great differences between the values obtained by the 
first and second.methods® The Warmer*s method always 
gave higher estimates than the others® Perhaps the direct 
estimate of variance due to environment in the non
segregating generations must obviously included some 
segregating genes® For although the parents have been 
selfed for about 10 to 12 generations, complete homo
zygosity is seldom attained in cotton, except by doubling



a haplaid planta In the Warner1s method, the partitioning 
of the components of variance make it possible to subtract 
out all but the additive component® This can explain why 
the Warner1s method always gave a higher estimate of 
heritabilityo

Highest values were obtained for fiber strength 
and fiber fineness® The first9 second9 and Warner method 
gave 75, 77, and 82 per cent respectively for fiber 
strength» I'or fiber fineness, the values were 81, 76, and 
.84- per cent from-the first, second, and Warner1 s method 
respectivelyo High heritability values for fiber strength 
were also reported in a number of studies on Upland cotton 
by El Sharkawy (5) and Self and Henderson (21) using the 
second method®

Seed index had high heritability values of 64, 66, 
and 76 per cent and lint index had 6©, 56, and 70 per,cent 
from the first, second, and third method respectively®

The high values that were obtained for fiber fine
ness, fiber strength, seed index, and lint index show that 
great improvement can be achieved from the phenotypic 
selection of these characters because there is enough 
genetic diversity present that can be transmitted from 
parents to offsprings through selection® However, if 
fineness, strength, seed index $ and lint index are not all 
positively correlated, improvement of one factor may lead 
to reduction in another®

The heritability values for boll size were 42, 41,



and 4-5, per cent based on the first 9 second s and third 
method respectively* These values agree closely with the 
value obtained by Stith (24) of 50=1 per cento It is, 
therefore 9 expected that most of the variation for boll 
size in the population is due to environment 9 or per
haps the desired combination of genes for boll size has 
already been accumulated in the parents used in this study 
through selection®

Plant breeders working with economic characters 
that are quantitatively inherited need information about 
gene numbers, nature of gene action, and the heritability 
of each of these charactersc Such information is needed 
in designing the most effective breeding program to 
pursue o Knowledge of gene action and gene number is an 
important factor in evaluating the various possible 
breeding procedures, while heritability values indicate 
the possibility and extent to which improvement is possible 
through selection®

The primary objectives of this study were to study 
the effect of heterosis on agronomic and fiber properties 
and heritability values of these characters in a cross of 
two types of G® barbadense® • The study of gene numbers and 
nature of gene action was undertaken in an attempt to 
obtain additional information about the characters beside 
the estimates of heritability®

An estimate of the minimum number of pairs of 
genes controlling a character cam be obtained from



Castle-Wright formula if certain assumptions are true, 
namely, that maximum differences for the character exist 
"between parents, all genes controlling the character will 
have eqpal effect, additive gene action, no dominance or 
epistasis, and one parent supplies only plus factors and 
the other minus factors»

The Castle-Wright formula failed to give any 
reliable estimate of gene numbers except for lint index 
where three pairs of genes-were found to be involved®
The failure of this formula may be due to the reason that 
it is highly improbable that all of the assumptions are 
true in the materials used for this study® id though the 
two parents were developed from different crosses, the 
direction of the selection was the same® Hence, the two 
parents most likely carry essentially the same combina
tions of genes for most of the characters under study®

The test for mature of gene action revealed that 
the differences between the geometric and arithmetic means 
for all characters were very small„ It is possible for 
such characters, namely, seed index, lint percentage, lint 
index, seeds per boll, fiber length, fiber strength, and 
fiber fineness that both types of gene action, the geo
metric (multiplicative) and arithmetic (additive), might 
have been operating« For boll size the geometric 
assumption was in closer agreement with the observed mean 
of the F^o This suggests that the gene action was pre
dominantly geometric for this charactero



SUHHAET

in •experiment was eondueted at The/ University of 
. Arizona Agriculture Experiment Station, Tucson, Arizona in 
1962-63 to study heterosis and to estimate heritability 
values obtained from an intraspeeific cross of Go 
barbadenseo The two parents used were Pima 8-2, a 
commercial variety, and 279-9? a breeder strain* They re
presented diverse but related types of Pima cotton*

The ©messes were made during the summer of 19620 
The two parents, 1^$ Eg, and the bankeress of the to 
each parent were planted in a randomized complete block 
design with four replications' in 1963° Agronomic 
characters measured were seed index, lint percentage, lint 
index, seeds per boll, boll size, fiber length, (UHM), 
fiber strength (Pressley Index), and fiber fineness 
(Hicronaire value)» All analyses were made in the cotton 
laboratory of The University of Arizona*

The method of analysis of variance and the least :
significant difference (LSD) were used for testing the 
expression of heterosis* A heterotic effect was considered 
to be one in which the significantly exceeded the 
better parent at the 0*05 level* For estimation of. 
heritabilitys,/three methods were used* The first two



methods were based ©n the total variaB.ee of each, the 
Pg, -B'l* and Pg" The third method was based on the total 
variance of Pg and the backcross to each parento

A summary of the results of this investigation 
is presented in the following:

lo Seed Index: Ho evidence of
heterosiSo The had seed index
equal to the higher parent®

20 Lint percentage: No heterotie
effect was found0 The P^ approxi
mated the 'arithmetic mean of the 
two parents®

3° Lint Index: No heterosis was ob
served® The P^ was intermediate®

4® Seeds per boll: Number of seeds 
per boll of the was about equal 
to the higher parent®

5® Boll size: The F^ approximated the
larger boll parent® No effect of 
heterosis®

S® Fiber Length (UHM): No heterosis was
detected in UHM® The F^ was slightly 
longer than the longer parent®

7o Fiber fineness: The mieronaire value 
of the F^ approximated that of the 
coarse parent®
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8o I'iber s'bremgtks iaa. eTidemee of

heterotie effect is. this character 
was observed* The exceeded the 
stronger par eat by 2 <,69 per cent*

9o Negative heritability valaes (zero) 
were obtained for nnaber of seeds 
per boll, lint percentage, and fiber 
length (TJHE)»

1©* Boll size gave a low heritability 
value*

11® M. very high heritability value was
obtained for each of seed index, lint 
index, fiber strength, and fiber fine
ness®

12o Earner1s method for estimation of 
heritability always gave a higher 
estimate than method one - and two 
which mse the non-segregating 
populations to estimate the nom- 
heritable variance® There was no 
great difference between the values 
obtained from methods one and two*

13o The minimum number of pairs of genes 
involved in the inheritance of these 
characters was calculated using Castle- 
Wri ght 11 s formula, M =  ®



Except for lint index the feramla 
failed to get any estimates» The 
mamher of genes for lint index was 
three pairso She failure of this 
formula may be due to accumulation 
of favorable genes in the parental 
materials through selection®.
M. test for the mature of gene action 
in these studies indicated that it 
was predominantly geometric (multi
plicative) for boll size® She 
failure of the test to distinguish . 
between the types of gene action in 
case of the other characteristics 
suggested that both types might have 
been operating®



GLOSSARY OP TERMS1

Heterosis-----  1« The increased rigor often ex
hibited by hybrid individuals„

2® The state of being formed from 
the mmiom of gametes of dis
similar genetic constitution;

Hybrid Tigor--------   The increased vigor often exhibited
by hybrid individuals; heterosis®

Species—  ---- ----- -— — Groups of actually or potentially
interbreeding natural populations 9 
which are r©productively isolated 
from other such groups (Hayr 1942)®

Variety--------— —----  A. group of strains or a single
strain which9 by its structural or 
functional characters, can be 
differentiated from another group®

Strain————— ————————————A- group within a variety which
constantly differs in one or more 
genetic factors from the variety 
proper®

Interspecific Gross--- -Grossing between species®
Intraspecific Cross— --- Grossing between varieties in a

Heritability------- ---- The portion of the observed
variance for which differences in 
; heredity are responsible®

1 ■Knight, R® L® Dictionary of genetics® Chronica Botaniea
Go®, Waltham, Hass® 194#®



Combining Ability---

General--— ™

Sp egif io———

 -The relative ability of a biotype
to transmit 9 upon crossing, 
desirable performanee to its 
progeny, .

-— -is "the average performance of a 
line in hybrid combinations with 
several different lines,"

 is used to indicate "those cases
in which certain combinations do 
relatively better or worse than 
would be expected on the basis of 
the average of the lines involved," 
(Sprague and Tatum)«
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